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All the discussions I could find on Kialo as of 7-10-20 from https://www.kialo.com/search?q=vegan. If you'd like to participate in them, create an account and join in there.

 

Note: 

these are discussions and shouldn't be taken seriously in terms of what should be done in life, but instead of educate each other on everyone's thoughts to form
one's decision better than before!
Kialo isn't a vegan website - but https://www.veganforum.org/ is - if you'd only like to be on a truly vegan site.

 

List:
All Humans Should Be Vegan.
The Vegan Alternative: Pain-free GM Animals?
Is it acceptable for vegans to give their pets a vegan diet?
Should vegan/vegetarian parents feed their kids the same diet?
Enforcing vegan diet on children must be condemned as a child abuse
Is pet ownership vegan?
There is no such thing as "vegan"
Should people go vegan if they can?
McDonald testing a vegan burger in Finland is a good thing
Veganism is a natural right
Should vegan options be provided to prevent legal liability?
Is veganism a religion or a philosophy?
Is meat eating immoral?
Should we drink almond milk instead of cow's milk?
Is Lab-Grown Meat a suitable replacement for Factory Farming?
Is eating meat ethically wrong?
Should Human Life Be Valued Above Animal Life?
Should Governments Put A Tax On Meat?
Sentientism is the optimal universal worldview (evidence, reason and compassion for all sentient beings)
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